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list of people with bipolar disorder wikipedia - numerous notable people have had some form of mood disorder this is a
list of people accompanied by verifiable source associating them with bipolar disorder formerly known as manic depression
based on their own public statements this discussion is sometimes tied to the larger topic of creativity and mental illness in
the case of dead people only individuals with a speculative or, holiday of darkness psychologist s personal journey out
- a compelling personal account of his own mental illness by an eminent clinical psychologist and professor of psychology dr
norman endler relates the story of his depressive breakdown including his early symptoms his family s reactions the effect
on his work the prognosis of the illness and his therapy, the naked truth young beautiful and hiv positive - marvelyn
brown is a native tennessean who works with numerous hiv aids outreach groups she has extensive radio and television
experience including appearances on the oprah winfrey show mtv bet and the tavis smiley show she s also appeared in
newsweek ebony and real health magazines her public service announcement for think mtv won an emmy award
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